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Abstract

The number of open science policies being adopted in Europe by universities and research institutions is constantly increasing, however many European countries face difficulties while implementing open science practically. This publication reveals the Lithuanian landscape of open science policies and institutional involvement in open science practices. Prerequisites for sustainable and consistent open science implementation such as open science infrastructure, incentives for researchers, research assessment, and repositories' compliance with EC requirements on a national level are discussed.
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One of the main strategic goals of EU’s research and innovation policy is Open Science and its effective implementation. In order to achieve this goal all EU countries are expected to follow and adopt research and innovation policies on a national level, create up-to-date infrastructures, and promote Open Science awareness among all representatives of the research information life cycle. Open Science is a broad concept: referring to the Open Science Taxonomy in Pontika et al. (2015), The Open Science Training Handbook describes Open Science as “a variety of practices, usually including areas like open access to publications, open research data, open source software/tools, open workflows, citizen science, open
educational resources, and alternative methods for research evaluation including open peer review”. In order to monitor open science situations in different countries, the European Commission has launched the Open Science Monitor – a website that allows access to data and trends related to open science. The Open Science Monitor indicates that open science implementation from country to country is very different. In this publication we present the current Lithuanian open science landscape and future challenges which will be faced while seeking its sustainable implementation on a national level.

National context and policy implementation

The importance of a national open access policy is highlighted in a variety of EC documents. Many EU countries face different challenges while adopting and implementing a national open science policy – Lithuania is no exception.

Lithuanian and French approach to open science policy is described as “the most high level of all” (Sparc Europe report, 2017). It is a very rare practice in Europe when a country has open access to publications and research data discussed in a legal document adopted by the parliament. In 2009 the Parliament of the Republic of Lithuania adopted the Law on Higher Education and Research (revised 2015 and 2016). According to this legal document, in order to ensure the quality and transparency of research results funded by the state budget, all research results must be announced publicly. Even though this law has been adopted, the roadmap of its implementation is not yet indicated.

To date, Lithuania does not have a national OA policy adopted by the Ministry of Education and Science, although in 2016 the country’s primary funder, the Research Council of Lithuania, adopted Guidelines for Open Access to Research Results (2016) – including policies on open access and open research data. According to these guidelines, researchers should not delay depositing their publications in a repository and should ensure open access to them after an embargo period (six months for sciences and twelve months for social sciences and humanities). Guidelines for Open Access to Research Results support publishing in full open access journals, and Article Processing Charges (APCs) are indicated as eligible costs. Furthermore, according to these guidelines, the project leader is responsible for data preservation: “The project leader shall ensure the preservation of the data generated in the course of the project implementation in digital form, and
the transfer of such data for storage at the institution and/or to the repository upon the end of the project”. The transition period of funder guidelines implementation is effective as of the 31st of December 2020. Moreover, advantages and disadvantages of the Lithuanian funder policy are addressed as following: “skills are not addressed, but the responsibilities for various aspects of open access and open data are covered in detail” (Sparc Europe, 2017). At the same time, competencies that researchers should acquire in order to practice open science are not presented, while Guidelines on Open Access to Scientific Publications and Data (2016) indicate that universities are responsible for development and adoption of institutional policies, procedures and monitoring systems.

Institutional involvement in open access activities and practices is an essential aspect in open access implementation. The adoption of Guidelines for Open Access to Research Results encouraged Lithuanian higher education institutions (Vilnius University, Kaunas University of Technology and Vilnius Gediminas Technical University) to adopt institutional open access policies. These guidelines are fully aligned with Horizon 2020 (H2020) OA mandate and Open Research Data Pilot, and the July 2012 European Commission recommendations on access to and preservation of scientific information. As a result, researchers must prepare a data management plan and ensure access to research data related to publication. As it was highlighted in the EC report on Access and Preservation of Scientific Information in Europe (2018) “universities are more advanced in adopting open access principles, while research centers are closely following”. So far, ten Lithuanian higher education institutions have adopted and registered open access policies in the ROARMAP registry, the green open access road is prevailing.

Policy implementation difficulties

Even though funder and institutional open access policies have been adopted, problems implementing these policies arise. In order to achieve successful policy implementation, as emphasized by Levin et al. (2016), cooperation among diverse stakeholders in scientific research is essentially important. Meanwhile, cooperation among stakeholders in Lithuania is currently insufficient, which leads to fragmentation both for infrastructure development in different universities and services provided for researchers. Furthermore, in the policies adopted there is no indication about incentives which researchers receive for practicing open science. Yet, one of the key
priorities indicated in *Open Science Policy Platform Recommendations* (2018) is giving rewards and incentives for practicing open science. According to these recommendations both funders and research institutions “should actively develop/adjust evaluation practices and routines to give extra credit to individuals, groups and projects who integrate Open Science within their research practice”. From the global perspective, many universities worldwide have adopted open access policies – however, “this is not sufficient to create the change in the habits of researchers. It is important to determine their awareness and degree of compliance, and to find ways of monitoring compliance” (Serrano-Vicente et al 2016). It is expected that in the near future – when the Ministry of Education and Science adopts a national open access policy – it will follow EC recommendations, and incentives for practicing open science will be outlined in the national policy.

The other aspect of open science implementation which should be addressed is “a conflict between institutional mandates for depositing research results in open access and the growing pressure to publish in journals with a high impact factor” (Serrano-Vicente et al 2016). Academic institutions in Lithuania impose requirements on researchers to select and publish their research papers in journals with a high impact factor in their domain. Researchers are evaluated on the institutional, regional and national level based on journal impact factor. At the same time, research evaluation based only on the impact factor is negatively valued in the open science community. The shortcomings of the impact factor when evaluating a journal or a researcher are the following: “Being an arithmetic mean, it gives disproportionate significance to a few very highly cited papers, and it falsely implies that papers with only a few citations are relatively unimportant” (Nature Editorial 2016). Furthermore, in *The San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment* (2012) it is emphasized that journal impact factor was created as a tool for librarians to help select journals which should be purchased. Limitations for using journal impact factor outside its primary purpose are also listed in *The San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment* (2012). In Lithuania this aspect is not taken into consideration by the policy makers in the field of higher education. In the meantime, the European Commission has developed a system called the Open Science Career Assessment Matrix (OS-CAM) where researchers are evaluated taking into account how they implement open science activities in their research: these activities include “open access to publications, open data, open peer review, research integrity, citizen science and stakeholder engagement” (O’Carroll et al 2017). These open science
activities and their evaluation criteria should be adopted and implemented carrying out research evaluation in Lithuania on a national level.

**Publication repositories’ compliance with EC requirements and maintenance**

In Lithuania the green open access road is practiced most often. This recommendation is indicated in funder and institutional open access guidelines. At first glance it seems that Lithuania has a well-developed repository network, as fourteen publication repositories from Lithuania are registered in the OpenDOAR registry, which indicates that these repositories meet the quality requirements. Moreover, nine repositories are OpenAIRE compliant. On the contrary, libraries lose the advantage by managing institutional repositories. “The theory of the “network effect” holds that a product gains value much faster as more people use it, and it is characterized by the use of cloud-based infrastructure and services” (Arlitsch and Grant 2018). Libraries lose the advantage because the repository services are managed locally, at individual libraries, and not in a cloud. In order to address and solve fragmentation of open science infrastructure problems, the European Commission launched the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC). One of the main aims of the EOSC project is to unify currently existing infrastructures in Europe and provide virtual environment for research data life cycle services.

In order to address the issue of fragmentation among research libraries, the Ministry of Education and Science founded The Electronic Academic Library of Lithuania (eLABa) which operates as a national open access repository. Currently, fifty Lithuanian academic institutions (universities, colleges, institutes, research centers) are uploading research production (electronic theses and dissertations, journals, books, proceedings, working papers, empirical data) to the eLABa repository. Researchers and students can upload their papers to eLABa; later the metadata of their records are checked and confirmed by librarians. In practice, researchers rarely use the opportunity to upload their research papers to the repository by themselves. Usually, they contact librarians asking for assistance. This kind of researcher behavior in Lithuania is not unique, the same tendencies are prevailing worldwide: “author self-archiving has remained a minority sport, with researchers reluctant to take on the task of depositing their papers in their institutional repository. Where deposit does take place, it is invariably hard-pressed intermediaries who do the work” (Poynder 2016).
Institutional repositories in Lithuania are based on the usage of DSpace repository software and infrastructure. According to a survey carried out by the European University Association (EUA), open source software DSpace is used by 45.5% of the total repositories in Europe (Morais & Borrell-Damian, 2018). This is the most frequently used repository software among European institutional repositories. However, the same survey results show that 23.4% of institutional repositories use alternative, cloud-based software HAL, Iris, Diva and Pure. Does the infrastructure of existing repositories in Lithuania meet the requirements for contemporary open access repositories? This question and future possibilities to join EOSC are being discussed among repository managers and policy makers in Lithuania – and the question until now is open, as it was indicated by the National Point of Reference on Scientific Information in Lithuania in the European Commission’s 2018 report: “At the moment, the country is monitoring the current situation in order to evaluate already existing e-infrastructures, and is expecting to create conditions for them to integrate into international infrastructures” (Miedema, Mayer, Holmber & Leonelli, 2018).

Open data repositories infrastructure

The importance of trusted research data repositories is highlighted in the EOSC declaration action list: “Scientist must be able to find, re-use, deposit and share data via trusted data repositories that implement FAIR data principles and that ensure long-term sustainability of research data across all disciplines” (EOSC Declaration Action List). Even though there are five Lithuanian research data repositories registered in Re3Data.org registry, researchers are not eager to share their research data by uploading it to the subject data repositories. Currently, in the Lithuanian Humanities and Social Sciences data archive LIDA data providers have uploaded 300 data sets, while the national research data archive MIDAS preserves 135 elements.

There might be several reasons why sharing of research data is low. LIDA archive launched in 2006, with this project funded from EU structural funds. After funding finished in 2011, the software of this data archive was not updated to meet the needs of contemporary open access IT systems. The EC recommendations on access to and preservation of scientific information indicated that Lithuania is not an exception as “lack of sustainable funding for established infrastructures is seen as major problem by many countries”. Additionally, it is not obligatory for projects funded by
the Lithuanian Research Council to upload research data to the data archive. The Research Council’s Guidelines for Open Access to Research Results recommend researchers to prepare RDM plans and upload data to a repository – however, there are no incentives encouraging researchers to share data. In order to increase the number of uploaded datasets in data repositories, favorable prerequisites must be ensured. Policy makers should provide incentives for researchers who give access to their research data. Additional funding for maintenance of existing research data repositories should be provided. Furthermore, data librarians who are competent enough to give consultation for researchers on how to upload data to the repository must be available at every academic institution. This leads to the idea that better collaboration between infrastructure managers and policy makers would be beneficial, as it would help to increase the number of data sets uploaded into data archives, whereas additional funding for open science infrastructure would help to maintain and develop existing infrastructures.

The national research data archive MIDAS initiates hands-on training for researchers on how to upload research data to the data archive and actively promotes the benefits of research data sharing. One of the campaigns MIDAS organized was Double Win with MIDAS. Researchers and students of Vilnius University were invited to upload their research data or metadata and had a possibility to win a personal Web of Science and Scopus scientometric analysis and subscription to scientific literature with a value of 100 Eur. This initiative organized by the Vilnius university library was successful as the number of MIDAS users increased by 49%.

**Stakeholders’ point of view, initiatives**

Some important steps are taken by national stakeholders and funders to ensure sustainability and development of the existing infrastructure for research results. As it was pointed out in the 2018 report “Access to and Preservation of Scientific Information in Europe”, Lithuania is planning to join the European Strategy Forum on Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) in order to “ensure operability of National e-infrastructures at European level”. This kind of pro-activeness is necessary – however, it is not clear if it will have long-term sustainability. For instance, in 2016 Guidelines on Open Access to Scientific Publications and Data were adopted by the Research Council of Lithuania, but the progress of its implementation is not being monitored by the Research Council of Lithuania so far.
One of the key prerequisites for efficient open science infrastructure is repositories’ interoperability with the Current Research Information System (CRIS). The necessity to assess research results on an institutional level encouraged many academic institutions to purchase or locally develop their own CRIS: national CRIS systems such as CRISTin in Norway, NARCIS, IS, VaVAl in the Czech Republic, NISRT in Greece or SK-CRIS in Slovakia are indicated as successful CRIS systems. It gives “the opportunity to harvest the whole national research output” (De Castro et al 2017). Lithuania has nine OpenAIRE compliant repositories, but neither a locally developed nor a commercial CRIS system has been implemented with any of these repositories so far. Currently, stakeholders in Lithuania are analyzing different countries’ experience of CRIS implementation and functionality. When members of the Lithuanian Research Library Consortium make a common decision, a CRIS system will be purchased and implemented on a national level.

Conclusions

One of the main aspects of sustainability in open science is the adoption of open science policies and their successful implementation on national, funder and institutional levels. Lithuania has adopted funder and institutional OA guidelines – however, the roadmap of these policies’ implementation is not sufficiently developed, due to the following reasons:

- Stakeholders have not developed any incentives for Lithuanian researchers who publish their research data or publications in open access, whereas one of the key recommendations of European Commission is to include open science practices in research project assessment.
- On the institutional level, Vilnius University organized campaigns by giving incentives to researchers who upload their research data to data archives, but more sustainable reward mechanisms could be applied on a national level – such as the Open Science Career Assessment Matrix (O’Carroll et al 2017).
- Moreover, the practice of prioritizing impact factor versus publishing in open access in researcher evaluation, currently prevailing in Lithuania, should be taken into consideration.
- The lack of sustainability mechanisms is also visible in the field of open access infrastructure: researchers are not eager to provide open access to their research results, collaboration among all research data cycle members (researchers, repository managers, policy makers, stakeholders, data librarians) is fragmented.
Monitoring of open science implementation is not carried out on a national level, while regular monitoring could in principle be carried out by the Lithuanian Research Council.

On the positive side, universities actively promote and do their best to implement open science ideas by adopting institutional policies, giving training to researchers on open science practices and ensuring OA to research results. Correspondingly, policy makers participate in a variety of initiatives seeking to ensure interoperability of national OS infrastructure and join the EOSC. Finally, even though lack of sustainability in open science implementation is visible – as it is a complex concept involving a whole range of participants and practices in the open science life cycle – in recent years a better collaboration between stakeholders has started to develop, which hopefully will lead to more sustainable achievements in the field of open science.
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